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OpenGL(R) Programming on Mac OS(R) X: Architecture, Performance, and IntegrationAddison Wesley, 2007
The Mac has fully embraced OpenGL throughout its visual systems. In fact, Apple's highly efficient, modern OpenGL implementation makes Mac OS X one of today's best platforms for OpenGL development. OpenGL® Programming on Mac OS® X is the first comprehensive resource for every graphics...
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iPhone Game Development (Developer Reference)John Wiley & Sons, 2009

	New Apple Developer Series!


	A technical and business guide to creating and selling iPhone games


	If you've always wanted to develop a cool iPhone game application and sell it for big bucks, this book is for you. iPhone Game Development covers all technical and commercial bases, from how to sign up...
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Mac OS X and iOS Internals: To the Apple's Core (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2012


	EVEN MORE THAN TEN YEARS AFTER ITS INCEPTION, there is a dearth of books discussing the architecture

	of OS X, and virtually none about iOS. While there is plentiful documentation on Objective-C,

	the frameworks, and Cocoa APIs of OS X, it often stops short of the system-call level and implementation

	specifi cs. There is some...
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Programming iOS 10: Dive Deep into Views, View Controllers, and FrameworksO'Reilly, 2016

	
		If you’re grounded in the basics of Swift, Xcode, and the Cocoa framework, this book provides a structured explanation of all essential real-world iOS app components. Through deep exploration and copious code examples, you’ll learn how to create views, manipulate view controllers, and add features from iOS frameworks.
...
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Learning Cocoa with Objective-C: Developing for the Mac and iOS App StoresO'Reilly, 2012

	
		We’ve been developing for the Cocoa framework from when the Mac first supported it.
	
		Since then, we’ve seen the ecosystem of Cocoa and Objective-C development evolve
	
		from a small programmer’s niche to one of the most important and influential development
	
		environments in the world. (In fact, as 2012...
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Core Data: Apple's API for Persisting Data on Mac OS XPragmatic Bookshelf, 2009
Whether you are targeting Mac OS X or the iPhone, at some point your Cocoa application is probably going to need to persist data. You could struggle with SQLite, generate XML, or create your own binary format. Or, you can save time and energy by taking advantage of Apple's Core Data API instead.
 
 Core Data makes it easy...
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iOS 4 Programming Cookbook: Solutions & Examples for iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch AppsO'Reilly, 2011

	
		You can build a variety of amazing apps on the iOS platform—and every one of them presents a unique set of problems. With the recipes in this cookbook, you'll go beyond theory to solve the vexing, real-life issues you’re likely to face when creating apps for the iPhone, iPad, or iPod Touch. Each recipe provides a...
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Beginning Reactive Programming with Swift: Using RxSwift, Amazon Web Services, and JSON with iOS and macOSApress, 2018

	
		Learn the basics of reactive programming and how it makes apps more responsive. This book shows you how to incorporate reactive programming into existing development products and cycles using RXSwift and RXCocoa on iOS and Mac.

	
		As we move away from the traditional paradigm of typing or touching one step at a...
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Learn Qt 5: Build modern, responsive cross-platform desktop applications with Qt, C++, and QMLPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Learn the fundamentals of QT 5 framework to develop interactive cross-platform applications

	
		Key Features

		
			A practical guide on the fundamentals of application development with QT 5
	
			Learn to write scalable, robust and adaptable C++ code with QT
	
			Deploy your...
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iOS 6 Programming Pushing the Limits: Advanced Application Development for Apple iPhone, iPad and iPod TouchJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Learn to build extraordinary apps for iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch


	iOS is the hottest development platform around, and iOS 6 adds a new and deeper dimension to explore. This guide offers serious information for serious programmers who know the basics and are ready to dive into the advanced features of iOS. You'll learn...
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iOS 8 Programming Fundamentals with Swift: Swift, Xcode, and Cocoa BasicsO'Reilly, 2015

	
		Move into iOS development by getting a firm grasp of its fundamentals, including the Xcode IDE, the Cocoa Touch framework, and Swift—Apple’s new programming language. With this thoroughly updated guide, you’ll learn Swift’s object-oriented concepts, understand how to use Apple’s development tools, and...
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Mac Programming for Absolute BeginnersApress, 2011

	Want to learn how to program on your Mac? Not sure where to begin? Best-selling author Wallace Wang will explain how to get started with Cocoa, Objective-C, and Xcode. Whether you are an experienced Windows coder moving to the Mac or you are completely new to programming, you’ll see how the basic design of a Mac OS X...
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